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Abstract

This paper investigates the role of uncertainty as a tool to support cooperation in interna-

tional negotiations. We consider two layers of uncertainty. Under unilateral uncertainty, treaties

become successful with positive probability in the signaling game, even when the agreement is

unsuccessful under complete information. In a setting of bilateral uncertainty, a separating equi-

librium emerges where countries participate in the treaty. We then demonstrate under which

conditions further layers of uncertainty are welfare improving.
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1 Introduction

In the 2015 Paris United Nations Climate Change Conference, several observers highlighted the

presence of asymmetries in countries�abatement costs, which a¤ects their capacity to comply with

the terms of an environmental agreement. In particular, the penetration rate of clean technologies

� such as carbon capture and storage, or biodegradable products� is signi�cantly di¤erent among

countries involved in the negotiations, suggesting a varied ability to ful�ll the ambitious reduction

in emissions speci�ed in the treaty. This ability is, however, asymmetrically observed. Since

international environmental agreements (IEAs) usually target overall emission levels, requiring the

adoption of clean technologies by several industries in a country�s economy, the precise dissemination

of these technologies along all industries is di¢ cult to observe by outsiders but more accurately

assessed by local governments. At �rst glance, this information asymmetry could lead one to predict

that the negotiation of an environmental agreement will likely be unsuccessful. This paper shows

that, in contrast, information asymmetries can actually facilitate the signature of an IEA.

Our paper examines uncertainty in international negotiations by considering two types of coun-

tries: those where the use of clean technologies is widely spread, helping them easily comply with

the terms of the treaty (which we refer as �high-technology�countries); and those where these tech-

nologies are sparsely available and cannot fully comply with the initial content of the agreement

(referred to as �low-technology� countries).1 Speci�cally, we study how incomplete information

about other countries�widespread use of clean technologies a¤ects countries�participation in the

agreement.

We model the signature of a treaty as a signaling game between a leader and a follower, allowing

for two layers of uncertainty: one in which only the follower is uninformed about the technological

dissemination within the leading country, which we refer as �unilateral uncertainty;�and another

where both leader and follower are uninformed about each others� technological dissemination,

denoted as �bilateral uncertainty.�Unilateral uncertainty explains strategic settings in which the

country acting as the follower has a well-known history of ful�lling the content of agreements due

to a widespread use of clean technologies, while the leader�s technological dissemination is more

di¢ cult to assess.2 Bilateral uncertainty instead describes cases where, for instance, both leader

and follower have recently developed their green industries, and thus a country cannot precisely

evaluate to which extent clean technologies are used in the other country�s economy. We show

that, in the context of unilateral uncertainty, only a pooling equilibrium can be sustained where

both types of leader choose to participate in the agreement and the follower responds by signing

the treaty if the probability of facing a high-type leader is su¢ ciently large. Otherwise, only a

1Given their low technologies, these countries can introduce an amendment to the treaty that allows them to
implement a lower reduction in pollutants. Most international agreements generally allow for such amendments. For
instance, the Montreal protocol of 1987 has subsequently been adjusted and amended. Similarly, countries adopted
an amendment to Annex B to the Kyoto Protocol in November 2006, and the International Convention for the
Regulation of Whaling was also amended in several occasions.

2For instance, Brazil�s leading role in several IEAs illustrates this information setting, where European countries
were uncertain about the degree of dissemination of clean technologies in the Brazilian economy.
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semi-separating equilibrium exists where both leader and follower randomize between signing and

not signing the agreement. Thus, both countries are likely to participate in the treaty, not only

when the leader�s type is high but also when it is low. This result gives hope for international

negotiations in practice, since the presence of uncertainty does not necessarily ruin the chances of

a successful agreement.

We then investigate the case where all countries are uninformed about each others�types, i.e.,

bilateral uncertainty. We show that not only a pooling but also a separating equilibrium can be

sustained in which only the high-technology leader signs the agreement.3 Hence, the introduction

of an additional layer of uncertainty allows for a �ner dissemination of information to the follower

(who can perfectly infer the leader�s type), but equilibrium outcomes resemble those under complete

information, implying that the treaty is only successful if the leader�s technology is high. Therefore,

the introduction of a single layer of uncertainty allows for agreements to be signed under larger

conditions than in complete information, whereas the addition of further layers of uncertainty could

hinder the success of the treaty when the follower�s technology is likely to be low.

We also provide welfare comparisons of our equilibrium results, showing that the pooling equi-

librium yields a larger social welfare than that arising under complete information when at least

one country�s technology is high. As a consequence, countries�lack of information during the ne-

gotiation stage of an agreement can actually be bene�cial. However, if the technologies of both

countries are low, social welfare under complete information exceeds that in any other information

context.

Finally, we extend our model to treaties negotiated between one leader and multiple followers.

In particular, we demonstrate that the set of parameter values supporting the pooling equilibrium

where all followers participate in the agreement shrinks as more potential signatories are included in

the negotiations. Intuitively, free-riding incentives become stronger, making the pooling equilibrium

in which all countries sign the agreement sustainable under a more restrictive set of parameter

conditions. Nonetheless, �partially cooperative�equilibria now emerge in which a subset of followers

participates in the agreement.

Related literature. The literature on IEAs has extensively analyzed negotiations under com-
plete information; see Barrett (1994a, 1994b and 1999) and Cesar (1994). These studies show that

more countries decide to participate in international agreements when the di¤erence between the

net global bene�t in the noncooperative and the full cooperative outcomes is small, i.e., free-riding

incentives are small.4 International negotiations, however, often occur in incomplete information

contexts, a setting often overlooked by the existing literature.

This paper connects with the literature introducing incomplete information in international ne-

gotiations. For instance, Iida (1993) analyzes international agreements using a repeated bargaining

game. Speci�cally, he assumes that a country is uninformed about other countries�status quo, and
3We also show that these equilibria in pure strategies survive the Cho and Kreps�(1987) Intuitive Criterion.
4This literature was extended by models allowing countries to impose �sanctions�on defecting countries, Barrett

(1992 and 1994a) and by models linking the negotiations of transboundary pollution with other issues such as free-
trade agreements; see Whalley (1991), Carraro and Siniscalco (2001) and Ederington (2002).
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therefore it cannot perfectly anticipate whether its o¤ers will be accepted in the negotiation. In

contrast, we consider that countries are uninformed about each others�technological dissemination,

and hence cannot accurately infer whether other signatories will fully comply with the agreement.

In addition, we examine both the negotiation and posterior implementation of the IEA, allowing

both for unilateral and bilateral uncertainty. Caparros et al (2004) also analyze a bargaining game

between northern and southern countries under incomplete information. However, unlike our pa-

per, they only consider one-sided uncertainty, and focus on identifying the conditions under which

southern states might prefer to act together or separately.

Glazer and Proost (2012) also analyze the e¤ect of uncertainty on IEAs. In particular, they

consider that all countries are unaware of the potential bene�ts of a given green policy, but each of

them observes an imperfect signal about this bene�t. In their context, a country�s decision to sign

the IEA, and afterwards adopt a speci�c environmental policy, signals the bene�ts of such policy

to other uninformed countries, which are ultimately attracted to the IEA under certain conditions.

Our paper, in contrast, considers that countries observe their own costs from complying with the

IEA, but are uninformed about other countries� costs, which a¤ect these countries� abatement

decisions. We similarly identify conditions under which uncertainty attracts more signatories to

the IEA (especially when uncertainty is only unilateral), and in which cases such an agreement

becomes welfare improving. Helm and Wirl (2011) and Martimort and Sand-Zantman (2012)

examine optimal incentive contracts that an uninformed international agency o¤ers to countries,

each of them privately observing its abatement costs, in order to induce them to abate pollutant

emissions. Our model, in contrast, considers a more direct negotiation between the countries

a¤ected by these emissions.5

Furthermore, our conclusions are also related to those of Kreps et al. (1982), who consider the

role of informational asymmetries about players�types in the Prisoner�s Dilemma game. Speci�cally,

in their model players assign some probability to their opponent playing a conditionally cooperative,

tit-for-tat strategy. They show that there is a sequential equilibrium in which players choose to

cooperate with positive probability. We similarly demonstrate that the presence of incomplete

information about countries�types may lead to cooperation in situations where such equilibrium

outcome would not exist among perfectly informed countries. Finally, our results also relate with

studies about participation in IEAs, such as Von Stein (2008), who empirically shows that the

introduction of �exibility provisions promotes rati�cation. Our model hence provides a theoretical

support for these empirical results, by demonstrating that countries are more willing to participate

in international agreements that allow for the introduction of subsequent amendments in the treaty,

conditional on countries�technology.6

5Boucher and Braumoulle (2010) also analyze the role of uncertainty in climate change negotiations, examining the
role of risk aversion in countries�participation decision and in their subsequent e¤orts within the agreement. Similarly,
Harstad and Eskeland (2010) study how �rms� trading of pollution permits can reveal information to uninformed
government o¢ cials about their privately observed abatement costs. The literature on international trade has also
examined tari¤ agreements where countries are privately informed about each others� internal political pressures,
Bagwell (2009) and Martin and Vergote (2008), or about the extent to which the import-competing sector is a¤ected
by an e¢ ciency shock, Lee (2007).

6Terai (2012) also considers the negotiation of an IEA whereby citizens and foreign governments are uninformed
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The next section describes the model under complete information. Section 3 examines the set of

equilibria in the case of unilateral uncertainty, whereas section 4 analyzes equilibrium predictions

under bilateral uncertainty and o¤ers welfare comparisons. In section 5 we extend our analysis to

N followers, and section 6 concludes.

2 Model

Consider the signature and posterior implementation of an agreement as a two-stage game in which,

�rst, the country leading the negotiations (country 1) announces its participation in the treaty.

Once this announcement is made, the following country (country 2) chooses whether to participate.

Afterwards, countries determine their reduction of emissions.7 (For simplicity, we �rst examine the

signaling game between two countries, and section 5 extends it to N countries.) Speci�cally, the

time structure of the game is as follows:

1. Negotiation stage:

(a) Nature selects the leader�s technology, which is privately observed by the leader but

unobserved by the follower. The leader�s technology is either high, �H , or low, �L, with

associated probabilities p and 1� p, respectively.

(b) Leader: After observing its technology level, the leading country decides whether or not

to sign the treaty.

i. In particular, if the leader does not sign the treaty, the signature game ends, and

countries behave as described in point 2(b) below, i.e., each of them independently

selecting its own emission level.

ii. If the leader signs the treaty, the follower chooses to sign or not sign the agreement,

given its posterior beliefs about the leader�s type.

(c) Follower: If the follower responds not participating in the IEA, the signature game ends,

and countries behave as in point 2(b).8 If the follower participates in the treaty, countries

accept an agreement which speci�es socially optimal emission levels. However, since the

follower does not initially observe the leader�s type, the treaty speci�es a type-dependent

emission level.

2. Implementation stage: Once the negotiation stage is over, countries repeatedly interact in
order to implement their abatement levels, either as a part of the treaty (when it was succesful)

about the competence of a domestic politician, and analyzes how such politician is more willing to participate in
IEAs when he can increase his chances of being re-elected and the country he represents can bene�t from �nancial
transfers upon complying with the IEA.

7The country leading the negotiations is often that with the most population, or that with the largest GDP.
However, our model does not require for the leading country to �t to these common features.

8 In this section, assume that the follower�s technology is high. This assumption is relaxed in the section on bilateral
uncertainty, where the follower has either a high or low technology.
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or independently (when it was unsuccessful), thus allowing for the leader�s technological

development to emerge.9 In this context:

(a) If the agreement is signed by the leader and the follower, then both countries implement

the type-dependent emission levels speci�ed in the treaty.

(b) If the agreement is not signed by both countries, then each country simultaneously and

independently selects a pollutant level.

Country i�s welfare function is b(xi; xj) � c(xi; �K), where K = fH;Lg and j 6= i, and where

xi denotes country i�s abatement level, i = f1; 2g.10 In particular, abatement costs are increasing
and convex in xi, and marginal costs are lower for the high-technology country, i.e., cxi(xi; �H) <

cxi(xi; �L). In addition, a country�s bene�t from abatement, b(�), increases in its own abatement
e¤orts, xi, but at a decreasing rate, i.e., bxi(�) > 0 and bxi;xi(�) � 0; and the marginal bene�t of xi
decreases in xj , bxi;xj (�), thus implying that abatement e¤orts are strategic substitutes.

Unsuccessful treaty. In the case that the leader does not sign the treaty, the agreement is
unsuccessful and countries independently select their abatement e¤orts in the second-period game.

In particular, the Nash equilibrium prescribes a pair of abatement e¤orts (x1(�K ; �H); x2(�K ; �H))

that simultaneously solves the �rst-order condition bx1(x1; x2(�K ; �H)) = cx1(x1; �K) for the K-

type leader and bx2(x1(�K ; �H); x2) = cx2(x2; �H) for the high-type follower, yielding an equilibrium

welfare of

V1(NS; �K) � b(x1(�K ; �H); x2(�K ; �H))� c(x1(�K ; �H); �K) and

V2(NS; �K) � b(x1(�K ; �H); x2(�K ; �H))� c(x2(�K ; �H); �H),

for the leader and follower, respectively. When the leader signs the treaty but the follower responds

not participating, the agreement is still unsuccessful, and countries select the same abatement

levels (x1(�K ; �H); x2(�K ; �H)) as above, thereby yielding equilibrium welfare of V1(S;NS; �K) �
V1(NS; �K) � NC (�K ; �H), where NC (�K ; �H) denotes the negotiation cost that the �K-leader
incurs. Therefore, conditional on the follower not participating in the IEA, the leader prefers not

to sign the treaty, i.e., V1(NS; �K) > V1(S;NS; �K). In contrast, the follower does not incur

negotiation costs, and hence V2(S;NS; �K) = V2(NS; �K).11

Successful treaty. When the follower responds signing the treaty, the IEA comes into force,
and countries comply with the socially optimal abatement levels speci�ed in the agreement. If

the leader�s type is high, socially optimal abatement levels are
�
xSO1 (�H ; �H); x

SO
2 (�H ; �H)

�
, which

9 In addition, low-technology countries have incentives to fully reveal their type in order to implement type-
dependent emission levels which are not so stringent. High-technology countries could only conceal their type (in
order to bene�t from relatively lax emission levels) by destroying their technology, a case our model does not consider.
10We consider that countries only select an abatement level, but we do not allow for technology transfers between

countries, that could facilitate the reduction of emissions speci�ed in the treaty.
11The follower�s negotiation costs are normalized to zero.
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lie above the e¤orts that countries independently choose when the treaty is unsuccessful, i.e.,

xSOi (�H ; �H) > xi(�H ; �H) for all i = f1; 2g.
Leader�s payo¤. In this setting, the leader�s equilibrium welfare is

V1(S; S; �H) � b(xSO1 (�H ; �H); x
SO
2 (�H ; �H))� c(xSO1 (�H ; �H); �H)�NC (�H ; �H) :

In addition, we assume that V1 (S; S; �H) > V1 (NS; �H), and hence the leader prefers to sign

the treaty. Intuitively, the improved global environmental quality associated with the IEA o¤sets

the costs from the treaty, which arise from the increase in abatement e¤orts and the negotiation

cost. If, instead, the leader�s type is low, socially optimal abatements
�
xSO1 (�L; �H); x

SO
2 (�L; �H)

�
are also higher than the Nash equilibrium abatement e¤orts for this pro�le of countries� types,

yielding a leader�s equilibrium welfare of

V1(S; S; �L) � b(xSO1 (�L; �H); x
SO
2 (�L; �H))� c(xSO1 (�L; �H); �L)�NC (�L; �H) ;

which, similarly to the case of high-technology, satis�es V1 (S; S; �L) > V1 (NS; �L), indicating that

environmental bene�ts from the treaty o¤set its associated costs.

Follower�s payo¤. Regarding the follower, its equilibrium welfare in this setting is

V2(S; S; �H) � b(xSO1 (�H ; �H); x
SO
2 (�H ; �H))� c(xSO2 (�H ; �H); �H)

when the leader�s type is high, and similarly when the leader�s technology is low. Hence, let

BS2 (�K ; �H) � V2(S; S; �K)�V2(S;NS; �K) denote the high-type follower�s bene�t from joining a

treaty with a �K-type leader. To make the follower�s participation decision interesting, let us assume

that, after observing a signature by the leader, the follower chooses to participate when the leader�s

technology is high, i.e., BS2 (�H ; �H) > 0, since the bene�ts from the improved environmental

quality o¤set the increase in abatement costs. In contrast, the follower does not sign the agreement

when the leader�s technology is low, i.e., BS2 (�L; �H) < 0, given that the welfare bene�ts from

joining a treaty with a low-type leader do not compensate the increase in abatement costs. (For

illustrative purposes, Appendix 1 provides a parametric example of these bene�ts.)

3 Unilateral uncertainty

According to the above speci�cation, in a complete information setting the follower chooses to

participate in the agreement, after observing a signature of the treaty, when the leader�s type is

high, but to not sign the agreement when the leader�s type is low. This complete information

environment hence leads to the standard �pessimistic� result in which treaties are not signed,

unless both leader�s and follower�s types are high. By introducing incomplete information into

this context, we next demonstrate that environmental agreements are signed with strictly positive

probability by both countries. Let us �rst show that there is only one Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium
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(PBE) involving pure strategies. All proofs are relegated to the appendix.

Lemma 1. In the signaling game, only a pooling strategy pro�le can be sustained as a PBE
in pure strategies, and it survives the Cho and Kreps�(1987) Intuitive Criterion. Speci�cally, the

leader signs the agreement regardless of its type and the follower responds signing the treaty for any

p � pH , where pH �
�BS2(�L;�H)

BS2(�H ;�H)�BS2(�L;�H) .

First, note that no separating equilibrium can be supported. In particular, the leader cannot

choose a type-dependent strategy, in which it signs (does not sign) the agreement when its technol-

ogy is high (low, respectively). Otherwise, the follower could infer its type by observing its action,

and therefore respond as in the complete information setting, where it only joins an agreement

signed by the high-technology leader. This would, however, provide the low-technology leader with

incentives to sign as well, violating this strategy pro�le. In contrast, a pooling equilibrium can be

supported when the probability of facing a high-type leader is su¢ ciently large, p � pH . In this

case, the follower responds by signing the agreement, and both types of leader also sign. When

the probability of facing a high-technology leader is low, p < pH , however, the follower does not

participate in the treaty and the former pooling equilibrium cannot be sustained in this signaling

game. The following proposition describes countries�mixing strategy pro�le in this context.

Proposition 1. A semi-separating strategy pro�le can be sustained as a PBE of the signaling

game, when p < pH , in which:

1. The leader signs the agreement with probability pL =
p
1�p

pH
1�pH

when its technology is low,

where pL 2 (0; 1) if jBS2 (�H ; �H)j > jBS2 (�L; �H)j, and signs the treaty with probability one
when its technology is high, pH = 1; and

2. The follower responds by signing the agreement with probability br 2 (0; 1) where its posterior
beliefs are �(HjS) = pH , where br � V1(NS;�L)�V1(S;NS;�L)

V1(S;S;�L)�V1(S;NS;�L) .

Thus, the IEA is signed by both types of leader with a strictly positive probability, not only

when the leader�s technology is high but also when it is low.12 The introduction of incomplete

information about the leader�s type, hence, provides a solution to the no-signature result under

complete information settings. In particular, if the follower were perfectly informed about the

leader�s type being low, the treaty would not be signed by either country. However, under unilateral

uncertainty, the sheer possibility that the leader might have a high technology induces the follower to

sign the IEA with positive probability. As a consequence, both countries are likely to participate in

the treaty. Figure 1 depicts the equilibrium predictions of Lemma 1 (pooling PBE) and Proposition

1 (semi-separating PBE). Let us next examine comparative statics of our previous result.

12Note that, as described in the proof of Proposition 1, pL 2 (0; 1) for all priors p when the follower�s bene�t
from signing the treaty satisfy jBS2 (�H ; �H)j > jBS2 (�L; �H)j. Otherwise, pL becomes one, and the semiseparating
equilibrium cannot be supported.
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Figure 1. Equilibrium outcomes under unilateral uncercertainty.

Corollary 1. The leader�s probability of signing the agreement when its technology is low,

pL, is: (1) increasing in the probability of the leader being a high type, p; and (2) increasing

in the follower�s cost of signing a treaty with a low-type leader, BS2 (�L; �H). Furthermore, the

follower�s probability of signing the treaty, br, is: (1) increasing in the leader�s negotiation cost,
NC (�L; �H) � V1(NS; �L) � V1(S;NS; �L); and (2) decreasing in the bene�ts that the low-type
leader obtains when the follower signs the treaty, V1(S; S; �L)� V1(S;NS; �L).

Let us brie�y examine the intuition behind the above corollary. First, an increase in the prob-

ability of the leader being a high type raises the follower�s incentives to sign the treaty, increasing

as a result the low-type�s probability to participate in the agreement, pL. Second, an increase in

the cost of signing a treaty with a low-type leader reduces the set of beliefs for which the follower

responds signing the IEA. Hence, in order to be perceived as a high-technology country, the leader

participates in the treaty with a higher probability, pL. On the other hand, an increase in the

leader�s negotiation costs makes the signature of the agreement more costly, reducing the likeli-

hood that a signature originates from a low type. As a consequence, the follower is more likely to

face a high-technology leader, raising the probability br with which the follower joins the IEA. In
contrast, an increase in the bene�t that the low-type leader obtains from the follower�s signature

of the agreement, V1(S; S; �L) � V1(S;NS; �L), raises the leader�s incentive to participate in the
treaty. As a result, the likelihood of facing a low type increases, ultimately reducing the follower�s

probability of signing the treaty.

4 Bilateral uncertainty

In this section we extend incomplete information to both players. In particular, we consider contexts

in which countries negotiate an IEA where every player is privately informed about its own type

(dissemination of clean technologies within its jurisdiction), but does not observe the other country�s

type. This case describes strategic settings where both leader and follower have recently developed

their green industries, and every country cannot accurately assess how widespread the use of clean

technologies is in the other country�s economy. Unlike the unilateral uncertainty case, the follower

can now have a high or low technology, with probabilities q and 1� q, respectively.
Let us �rst examine the leader�s incentives. Similarly to the previous section, the K-type leader

prefers to sign a treaty with a high-type follower, i.e., BS1(�K ; �H) > 0, where BS1(�K ; �J) �
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V1(S; S; (�K ; �J)) � V1(NS; (�K ; �J)) and �K (�J) denotes the leader�s (follower�s, respectively)

type, where K;J = fH;Lg. In addition, when the leader�s type is high, the bene�ts from signing

the treaty are positive, regardless of the follower�s type, implying that BS1(�H ; �J) > 0 for any

follower J = fH;Lg, and agreements with a high-technology follower entail larger environmental
bene�ts, BS1(�H ; �H) > BS1(�H ; �L) > 0.13 However, when the leader�s technology is low, it

prefers to avoid an IEA with a low-type follower, i.e., BS1(�L; �H) > 0 > BS1(�L; �L).14

Let us now analyze the follower�s incentives to sign an IEA. When the follower is a high type,

our assumptions from section 2 can be extended to this setting. In particular, the follower�s in-

centives to participate in the agreement with a K-type leader, BS2(�K ; �H) � V2(S; S; (�K ; �H))�
V2(S;NS; (�K ; �H)), are positive when facing a high-technology leader, i.e., BS2(�H ; �H) > 0, but

negative otherwise, BS2(�L; �H) < 0. Intuitively, the environmental bene�t from the treaty that

the high-technology follower obtains exceeds its associated increase in abatement costs when the

leader is also a high-technology country. In contrast, when the leader�s type is low, its reduction in

emissions is relatively small, thus implying that the bene�ts the follower obtains do not outweigh

its increase in abatement costs. When the follower is a low type, its bene�ts from participating

in a treaty with a high-type leader (where it free-rides the leader�s substantial reduction in pollu-

tants) are larger than with a low-type leader, i.e., BS2(�H ; �L) > BS2(�L; �L) � 0. The following
proposition describes the set of equilibria in pure strategies under bilateral uncertainty.

Proposition 2. In the signaling game where all countries are uninformed about each oth-

ers� type, the following equilibria in pure strategies survive the Cho and Kreps� (1987) Intuitive

Criterion:

1. A separating equilibrium in which the leader signs (does not sign) the agreement when its tech-

nology is high (low, respectively), and the follower responds participating (not participating)

in the treaty after observing a signature (no signature, respectively), both when its technology

is high and low, if and only if q < qL, where qL �
�BS1(�L;�L)

BS1(�L;�H)�BS1(�L;�L) ; and

2. A pooling equilibrium in which both types of leader sign the treaty and both types of follower

join the agreement if and only if p � pH and q � qL.

The above proposition provides an interesting equilibrium prediction, namely, when all countries

are uninformed about each others�types, not only a pooling but also a separating equilibrium can

be supported in which information about the leader�s type is perfectly transmitted to the follower.

This result contrasts with that under unilateral uncertainty where the follower, after observing

the leader�s signature decision, could not perfectly infer its type in the pooling or semiseparating

13This assumption allows for asymmetries in the bene�ts that leader and follower obtain from the treaty, i.e., the
leader�s bene�ts being weakly larger.
14This indicates that the increase in abatement and negotiation costs that the low-technology leader must incur

outweighs the small environmental bene�t of participating in an IEA with a follower whose type is also low, ultimately
yielding a negative bene�t from signing the agreement.
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equilibria of the game, since the leader did not use type-dependent strategies with full probability.

Hence, the introduction of an additional layer of uncertainty allows for a �ner dissemination of

information to the follower. In addition, note that the set of parameter values under which the

above separating equilibrium can be sustained depends upon free-riding incentives. In particular,

the low-type leader�s free-riding incentives are represented by BS1(�L; �H), since this expression

re�ects the leader�s bene�t from signing an agreement with a high-type follower. When such free-

riding incentives decrease, the high-type follower is more attracted to participate in the agreement,

expanding the set of priors, q, under which the separating equilibrium can be sustained, i.e., shifting

qL upwards. (At the end of this section we explore the welfare implications of this equilibrium results

and compare them relative to two benchmarks: unilateral uncertainty and complete information.)

The previous proposition describes the set of equilibria under di¤erent conditions on the prior

probabilities. However, no equilibrium involving pure strategies is predicted in the case that p < pH
and q � qL. The following proposition identi�es an equilibrium under these parameter conditions

where countries use mixed strategies.

Proposition 3. In the signaling game where all countries are uninformed about each others�
technologies, a semiseparating equilibrium can be supported when p < pH and q � qL, where:

1. The leader signs with probability pL =
p
1�p

pH
1�pH

when its technology is low, where pL 2 (0; 1),
and signs the treaty with probability one when its technology is high, pH = 1; and

2. The follower responds by signing the agreement with probability rH(q) 2 (0; 1) when its tech-
nology is high, and signing the treaty with probability one when its technology is low, where

its posterior beliefs are �H(HjS) = pH , and

rH(q) �
NC(�L; �H)

BPS1(�L; �H)
+
1� q
q

�
�BS1(�L; �L)
BPS1(�L; �H)

�
where BPS1(�L; �J) � V1(S; S; (�L; �J)) � V1(S;NS; (�L; �J)) denotes the bene�ts that the
low-technology leader obtains from the posterior signature of the agreement by a J-type fol-

lower.

The semiseparating equilibrium predicts that the treaty is signed with positive probabilities.

The following �gure summarizes the equilibria under di¤erent prior probabilities p and q. Specif-

ically, when q = 1 the follower has a high technology, i.e., unilateral uncertainty, while q < 1

describes our equilibrium results under bilateral uncertainty.
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Figure 2. Unilateral versus bilateral uncertainty.

Figure 2 also embodies equilibrium outcomes under complete information. In particular, it

describes four possible combinations where: (1) both leader and follower are high type (p = q = 1)

inducing the leader to sign the treaty and the follower to respond joining;15 (2) both leader and

follower are low type (p = q = 0) and the leader does not sign the agreement; (3) the leader is a

high type but the follower is not (p = 1 and q = 0) inducing the leader to sign the treaty and the

follower to respond joining; and (4) the leader is a low type but the follower�s type is high (p = 0

and q = 1) inducing the leader to not sign the treaty.

Let us investigate how the parameters of the model a¤ect the extent of informativeness of the

semiseparating equilibrium. A sensible measure is the di¤erence (pH �pL). A larger discrepancy in
the probabilities of signature by the two types of leader implies that, when a signature is observed,

it is more likely to originate from a high-type leader. On one hand, an increase in the probability

of the leader being high, p, raises pL, reducing the degree of informativeness of the semiseparating

equilibrium. Graphically, an increase in p moves our equilibrium predictions, from the semisepa-

rating to the pooling equilibrium where both types of leader sign; as illustrated by arrow (1) in

the �gure. On the other hand, a decrease in the probability of the follower being high-type, q,

increases rH(q). As a result, both types of follower respond signing the agreement, converging to

their behavior in the separating equilibrium of the game; as represented by arrow (2). Note that

the probability with which both types of leader sign the treaty is independent of q.

15This case illustrates the voluntary signature of the Montreal Protocol by several countries. Many specialists argue
that the success of this treaty was based on the fact that the technology to reduce CFC gases was already available
and widely spread among developed countries (i.e., all countries being high type); see Downs et al. (1996).
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4.1 Welfare comparisons

Let us compare the welfare that arises in the equilibrium outcomes of Proposition 2 and 3. In

addition, we examine social welfare under di¤erent information settings (complete information,

unilateral and bilateral uncertainty).

Proposition 4. Equilibrium welfare satis�es the following ranking:

1. When the leader�s technology is high, social welfare in the pooling PBE is weakly larger than

under all other equilibrium outcomes, SWpooling = SWsepar � SWsemisepar, for any follower�s

type.

2. Similarly, when the leader�s technology is low but the follower�s is high, the pooling PBE yields

a larger welfare than any of the other equilibrium outcomes if the environmental bene�ts from

signing the treaty are su¢ ciently high.

3. In contrast, when both countries�technology are low, the pooling PBE produces a lower welfare

than all other equilibrium outcomes, SWsepar > SWsemisepar > SWpooling, if the environmen-

tal bene�ts from the agreement are su¢ ciently low.

4. Finally, under complete information, social welfare coincides with SWsepar.

Intuitively, when at least one country�s technology is high (as described in points 1 and 2

of Proposition 4), social welfare in the pooling equilibrium is weakly larger than in any other

equilibrium outcome. When both countries�technology is high, this welfare ranking is unconditional

on the environmental bene�ts from the treaty, whereas when the leader�s type is low this result

only holds if such bene�ts are su¢ ciently high. On the contrary, when both countries�technology

is low, the no signature of the treaty is socially optimal if its associated environmental bene�ts are

low, entailing that the separating equilibrium (in which signature does not occur) yields a larger

social welfare than any other equilibrium outcome.

Our results also show that the introduction of incomplete information produces welfare gains

only when at least one country�s type is high. In particular, when priors are relatively symmetric,

i.e., p � pH and q � qL, the pooling equilibrium arises, generating a larger welfare than under com-
plete information. By contrast, when priors are relatively asymmetric, i.e., p < pH and q � qL, the
semiseparating equilibrium emerges, entailing a lower social welfare than in complete information

contexts.16 Finally, when both countries�types are low, the social welfare under complete informa-

tion is strictly larger than that under the pooling and semiseparating equilibria of the incomplete

information game.

16Note that when priors satisfy p < pH and q < qL (or when p � pH and q < qL), a separating equilibrium
arises where social welfare coincides with that under complete information. We hence focus on the regions of prior
probabilities for which pooling or semiseparating equilibria emerge.
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5 Extensions

Let us next extend the unilateral signaling game to multiple followers. In particular, consider a

time structure in which, �rst, the informed leader chooses whether to sign the treaty. If the leader

signs, N high-type followers individually and sequentially decide whether to participate in the IEA.

All uninformed followers infer the same information about the leader�s type after observing its

signature decision. Speci�cally, followers can only infer information about the leader�s type when

the negotiation stage is over. Similarly as in our previous analysis, when the leader does not sign

the treaty, the negotiation process fails. In particular, the leader�s equilibrium payo¤ when it does

not sign the treaty is V1(NS; �K) for all K = fH;Lg. When the leader signs the agreement and
n followers join the treaty, where n = f1; 2; :::; Ng, the IEA is enacted as long as n > 0. When all
followers sign the agreement, the leader�s payo¤ is V1(S; SN ; �K).

Like in section 3, the follower in position t obtains an equilibrium payo¤ of Vt(NS; �K) when

the leader does not sign the agreement, a payo¤ of Vt(S; Sn; NSN�n; �K) when the leader and

n 2 N followers participate, and Vt(S; SN ; �K) when all countries sign the treaty. We maintain

our previous assumption about the follower�s incentives to participate in a treaty with a high-type

leader but to avoid an agreement with a low-type leader. Furthermore, we consider that the global

environmental quality that the t-follower obtains from joining a treaty with n signatories is positive

when the leader�s type is high, i.e., Vt(S; Sn+1; NSN�(n+1); �H) > Vt(S; Sn; NSN�n; �H), implying

BSt((�H ; �H) ; n) > 0. In addition, follower t�s incentives to participate in the agreement are weakly

decreasing in the number of countries who join the treaty, i.e., BSt((�H ; �H) ; n) weakly decreases

in n. Intuitively, the follower�s free-riding incentives increase as more countries participate in the

IEA.17 ;18 In the case that the leader�s type is low, follower t obtains Vt(S; Sn+1; NSN�(n+1); �L)

when it joins a group of n signatories and Vt(S; Sn; NSN�n; �L) when it does not join, where

Vt(S; Sn+1; NSN�(n+1); �L) < Vt(S; Sn; NSN�n; �L). That is, followers do not have incentives to

participate in the agreement with a low-type leader, i.e., BSt((�L; �H) ; n) < 0 for all n, which for

simplicity, we consider to be constant in n.

Proposition 5. In the signaling game with N followers, only a pooling strategy pro�le can

be sustained as a PBE in pure strategies, and it survives the Cho and Kreps� (1987) Intuitive

Criterion. Speci�cally, the leader signs the agreement regardless of its type and any follower at

position t responds signing the treaty for any p > bp(kt�1), where kt�1 denotes the number of
signatory countries that follower t = f1; 2; :::; Ng observes participating in the agreement before
itself, and bp(kt�1) � �BSt((�L;�H);kt�1)

BSt((�H ;�H);kt�1)�BSt((�L;�H);kt�1) .

17This implies that the number of followers, N , is su¢ ciently low so that BSt((�H ; �H) ; n) > 0 holds for all n.
Otherwise, BSt((�H ; �H) ; n) could become negative, inducing all followers to not participate in the treaty irrespective
of the leader�s type, eliminating the potential of information transmission in the model. The proof of proposition 5
explores the special case in which the bene�ts from signing the agreement are constant in the number of signatories.
18Hence, follower t�s payo¤ is higher when n countries participate in the IEA (but follower t does not) than when

(n�1) countries sign the treaty and country t also joins the IEA. That is, for a given number of followers implementing
the content of the agreement, follower t�s payo¤ is higher when it does not bear the cost of reducing emissions (signing
the treaty) than when it does.
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In particular, note that the number of signatories observed by the last follower, kN�1, is weakly

larger than the number observed by any previous follower t, kt�1, where t 6= N . Furthermore, since
BSt((�H ; �H) ; kt�1) decreases in kt�1 and BSt((�L; �H) ; kt�1) is constant, cuto¤ bp(kt�1) increases
in the number of signatories. Intuitively, as more signatories join the treaty, followers react not

signing the agreement under larger sets of parameter values, i.e., under more prior probabilities

p. Thus, the increasing pattern of bp(kt�1) re�ects the presence of free-riding incentives as more
countries sign the treaty, a¤ecting the structure of the pooling equilibrium described above. In

particular, all followers participate in the agreement if and only if the prior probability is su¢ ciently

high, i.e., p > bp(kN�1), all but the last follower sign the treaty if priors are moderately high,
i.e., bp(kN�1) > p > bp(kN�2), and similarly for lower priors, where fewer followers participate in
the agreement. Indeed, higher priors about the leader�s type being high increase every follower�s

expected utility from participating in the agreement, and thus pooling equilibria with more followers

signing can be sustained.19 Finally, note that when priors are su¢ ciently low, i.e., bp(k0) > p > bp(k1),
only the �rst follower signs the treaty, but if priors are further reduced, i.e., p < bp(k0), no follower
participates using pure strategies and, as a result, no pooling equilibrium can be sustained. The

following proposition shows that equilibria involving mixed strategies can nonetheless be supported

in this region of parameter values.

Proposition 6. A semi-separating strategy pro�le can be sustained as a PBE of the signaling
game with N followers, when p < bp(k0), in which the leader signs the agreement with probability
pL 2 (0; 1) when its type is low, and signs the treaty with probability one when its type is high,
pH = 1; and at least one follower responds by signing the agreement with probability r 2 (0; 1).

Our previous results hence show that for any prior probability, p, the environmental agreement

is signed with positive probability by the leader and a number of followers. Speci�cally, the semi-

separating equilibrium can be sustained when priors are su¢ ciently low, p < bp(k0), whereas the
pooling equilibrium where all N followers sign the treaty can be supported when priors are su¢ -

ciently high, i.e., p > bp(kN ). For intermediate priors, our results predict pooling equilibria in which
a subset of followers participate in the agreement (see �gure 3 below). Therefore, the introduction

of several followers a¤ects our equilibrium predictions. In particular, the set of priors sustaining

the pooling equilibrium in which all countries participate in the agreement is larger with only one

potential follower, i.e., p > pH , than with several followers, i.e., p > bp(kN ), since bp(kN ) > pH .

Intuitively, when several countries are involved in the negotiation, free-riding incentives become

stronger, making the pooling equilibrium in which all countries sign the agreement sustainable un-

der a more restrictive set of parameter values. Nonetheless, the set of parameter values supporting

this pooling equilibrium sustains now �partially cooperative�pooling equilibria in which a subset

of followers participate in the agreement. The following �gure illustrates the e¤ect of enlarging the

number of followers.
19Similarly, for a given prior p, an increase in the follower�s incentive of joining a treaty with a high-type leader

raises BSt((�H ; �H) ; kt�1) for any follower t, lowering cuto¤ bp(kt�1), and expanding as a consequence the set of
priors under which all followers participate in the agreement, all but one participate, etc.
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Figure 3. Equilibrium predictions for N followers.

6 Conclusions

This paper investigates the role of uncertainty as a tool to support cooperation in international

agreements. We show that when negotiations take place under unilateral uncertainty treaties

can become successful with positive probability, even under parameter conditions for which no

agreement is reached under complete information. Speci�cally, we demonstrate that when priors are

su¢ ciently high a pooling equilibrium can be sustained and, otherwise, a semiseparating equilibrium

can be supported where both types of leader sign the treaty with strictly positive probabilities.

These two equilibria can still be sustained after introducing an additional layer of uncertainty.

Nonetheless, a separating equilibrium emerges in this context where the leader participates in the

agreement only when its technology is high. We then evaluate the welfare properties of these

equilibria, showing that further layers of uncertainty might enhance social welfare under certain

conditions.

Our model considers that countries�technology is exogenous. In an enlarged setting, govern-

ments could invest in research and development in a previous stage of the game. For the signature

decision to remain informative, those investments would have to be unobserved by other coun-

tries. This can potentially modify the ranking between equilibrium payo¤s described in our paper,

yielding di¤erent results.

We extend our model of unilateral uncertainty to the case of N followers, showing that equilib-

rium outcomes are not substantially a¤ected. A further extension can study how the results under

bilateral uncertainty are modi�ed when N followers participate in the negotiations. Finally, an-

other venue of further research could consider countries�lack of information about the environmental
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bene�ts from investing in clean technologies or reducing emissions since, for instance, developed

countries might be more capable of assessing these bene�ts than underdeveloped countries are.

Such asymmetric information would a¤ect countries�equilibrium payo¤s from participating in the

treaty, potentially modifying our equilibrium results.

7 Appendix

7.1 Appendix 1 - Parametric example

Given that countries� incentives to abate share the properties of a public good game, consider a

welfare function

log(x1 + x2) + w �
x1
�K

where b(x1; x2) = log(x1 + x2) + w, and c(x1; �K) = x1
�K
, which satisfy the properties described in

section 2. When the treaty is unsuccessful, countries independently select their abatement levels in

the Nash equilibrium of the game. In particular, when both the leader�s and follower�s technology is

high, both countries have the same best response function xi(xj) = �H�xj for all j 6= i. Therefore,
multiple Nash equilibria exist (i.e., all pairs (x1; x2) satisfying x1 + x2 = �H) and, for simplicity,

we consider the symmetric equilibrium abatement levels x1(�H ; �H) = x2(�H ; �H) =
�H
2 , yielding a

social welfare of

V1(NS; �H) = V2(NS; �H) = w �
1

2
+ log(�H)

When the leader�s type is low but the follower�s is high, the leader�s best response function is

x1 = �L � x2 while that of the follower is x2 = �H � x1. Hence, the best response functions only
cross at the corner abatement levels x1(�L; �H) = 0 and x2(�L; �H) = �H , entailing equilibrium

welfare of

V1(NS; �L) = w + log(�H) for the leader, and

V2(NS; �L) = w � 1 + log(�H) for the follower.

When the treaty is successful, and both leader�s and follower�s technology is high, the social

planner solves the joint welfare maximization problem, choosing xSO1 (�H ; �H) = x
SO
2 (�H ; �H) = �H ,

which yields equilibrium welfare of

V1(S; S; �H) = w � 1 + log(2�H)�NC(�H ; �H) for the leader, and

V2(S; S; �H) = w � 1 + log(2�H) for the follower

If, instead, the leader�s technology is low, the social planner prescribes abatement levels xSO1 (�L; �H) =
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0 and xSO2 (�L; �H) = 2�H , entailing social welfare of

V1(S; S; �L) = w + log(2�H)�NC(�L; �H) for the leader, and

V2(S; S; �L) = w � 2 + log(2�H) for the follower

Note that V1(S; S; �H) > V1(NS; �H) and V1(S; S; �L) > V1(NS; �L), as described in the paper,

when negotiation costs satisfy NC(�K ; �H) < 0:19. Finally, the follower�s bene�t from signing the

agreement with a high-type leader is

BS2(�H ; �H) � V2(S; S; �H)� V2(S;NS; �H) = 0:19

since V2(S;NS; �K) = V2(NS; �K). If the follower faces a low-type leader, then its bene�ts from

signing the treaty are

BS2(�L; �H) � V2(S; S; �L)� V2(S;NS; �L) = �0:31

which implies that the probability cuto¤that supports the pooling PBE under unilateral uncertainty

(p � pH , as described in Lemma 1) is

pH �
�BS2 (�L; �H)

BS2 (�H ; �H)�BS2 (�L; �H)
= 0:61.

Therefore, the semiseparating equilibrium can be sustained for all p < 0:61, where the low-type

leader randomizes with a probability pL =
p
1�p

pH
1�pH

, where pL 2 (0; 1) if p < 0:39.

7.2 Proof of Lemma 1

Separating equilibrium. Let us �rst show that the separating strategy pro�le in which the

leader chooses to sign (not sign) the IEA when its technology is high (low, respectively) cannot be

supported as a PBE of the signaling game. Under such strategy pro�le, the follower�s beliefs are

updated according to Bayes�rule and become �(HjS) = 1 and �(HjNS) = 0. Given these posterior
beliefs, the follower signs the agreement since V2(S; S; �H) > V2(S;NS; �H). As a consequence,

the leader chooses to participate in the treaty both when its technology is high and low, since

V1(S; S; �K) > V1(NS; �K) for both �H and �L. But this strategy pro�le for the leader contradicts

the separating strategy described above, and therefore it cannot be sustained as a PBE of the game.

Pooling equilibrium. Let us next demonstrate that the pooling strategy pro�le in which the
leader signs the IEA regardless of its type can be part of a PBE under certain conditions. In this

strategy, the follower�s posterior beliefs cannot be updated and thus coincide with its priors, i.e.,

�(HjS) = p and �(LjS) = 1 � p. (Note that o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs do not play a role in this

pooling equilibrium. In particular, after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium action of �no signature�

the follower has, by de�nition, an empty action space. Therefore, o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs cannot

a¤ect the follower�s response and, as a consequence, do not a¤ect the leader�s decision either.)
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Given these beliefs, the follower chooses to not sign the agreement if

p� V2(S; S; �H) + (1� p)� V2(S; S; �L) < p� V2(S;NS; �H) + (1� p)� V2(S;NS; �L), or

p <
V2(S;NS; �L)� V2(S; S; �L)

[V2(S; S; �H)� V2(S;NS; �H)]� [V2(S; S; �L)� V2(S;NS; �L)]

or, more compactly, p < �BS2(�L;�H)>0
BS2(�H ;�H)�BS2(�L;�H) � pH where pH > 0 since the follower�s payo¤s

satisfy BS2 (�L; �H) < 0 and BS2 (�H ; �H) > BS2 (�L; �H) by de�nition, and pH < 1 given that

BS2 (�H ; �H)�BS2 (�L; �H) > �BS2 (�L; �H) or BS2 (�H ; �H) > 0. Let us next analyze equilibrium
strategies for the leader, for di¤erent priors p.

1. Low priors, p < pH . In this case the follower responds not signing the treaty. Since

V1(S;NS; �K) < V1(NS; �K) for all K-type leader, the leader does not participates in the

treaty; which contradicts the pooling strategy pro�le. Thus, this pooling strategy pro�le

cannot be supported as a PBE of the game when p < pH .

2. High priors, p � pH . In this case the follower responds signing the treaty. Since V1(S; S; �K) >
V1(NS; �K) for all K-type leader, the leader participates in the agreement both when its type

is high and low. Hence, the pooling strategy pro�le can be supported as PBE of the game

when p � pH .

Finally, let us show that the pooling strategy pro�le where the leader does not sign the IEA

regardless of its type cannot be sustained as part of a PBE. First, note that the follower�s o¤-the-

equilibrium beliefs cannot be updated using Bayes�rule, and hence must be arbitrarily speci�ed,

�(HjS) = 1. Given these beliefs, the follower signs the agreement. Therefore, the leader prefers

to participate in the IEA, both when its type is high and low since V1(S; S; �K) > V1(NS; �K) for

both �H and �L. This leader�s strategy, however, contradicts the prescribed equilibrium in which

the leader does not sign the treaty regardless of its type, and hence this pooling strategy pro�le

cannot be supported in this case.

Intuitive Criterion. Let us apply the Cho and Kreps� (1987) Intuitive Criterion for the

pooling PBE where p � pH . We �rst check if a deviation towards �not sign� is equilibrium

dominated for either type of leader. When the leader�s technology is high, the highest payo¤ that it

obtains by deviating towards �not sign�is V1(NS; �H) which does not exceed its equilibrium payo¤

V1(S; S; �H). Similarly, the highest payo¤ that the low-technology leader can obtain is V1(NS; �L)

which does not exceed its equilibrium payo¤ of V1(S; S; �L). Hence, no type of leader has incentives

to deviate towards �not sign.�As a consequence, the follower�s posterior beliefs cannot be updated

after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium message �not sign�, and hence the pooling PBE survives the

Intuitive Criterion. �
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7.3 Proof of Proposition 1

Let us �rst analyze the follower�s strategy. This player must be mixing. Otherwise, the leader could

anticipate its action and play pure strategies as in any of the strategy pro�les described in lemma

1, which are not PBE of the signaling game when p < pH . Hence, the follower must be indi¤erent

between signing and not signing the treaty, that is,

�(HjS)� V2(S; S; �H) + (1� �(HjS))� V2(S; S; �L)

= �(HjS)� V2(S;NS; �H) + (1� �(HjS))� V2(S;NS; �L),

or �(HjS) = pH . We can next use the follower�s posterior beliefs in order to �nd the probability
with which the leader randomizes when its technology is low, pL, by using Bayes�rule.

�(HjS) = pH =
(1� p)� pL

((1� p)� pL) + (p� pH)

where pH = 1. Solving for pL, we obtain pL =
p
1�p

pH
1�pH

, which is positive, pL > 0, since p; pH 2
(0; 1). In addition, pL < 1 for all probability p satisfying p < 1 � pH . Since jBS2 (�H ; �H) j >
jBS2 (�L; �H) j, cuto¤ pH satis�es pH < 1=2, which implies p < 1 � pH is satis�ed for all priors,

because p < pH by assumption.

Finally, note that if the leader mixes with probability pL 2 (0; 1), it must be that the follower
makes it indi¤erent between signing and not signing the agreement.

r � V1(S; S; �L) + (1� r)� V1(S;NS; �L) = V1(NS; �L), or

r =
V1(NS; �L)� V1(S;NS; �L)
V1(S; S; �L)� V1(S;NS; �L)

� br
where br denotes the probability with which the follower mixes between signing and not signing the
treaty. This probability is positive, br > 0, given that the low-technology leader�s payo¤s satisfy

V1(NS; �L) > V1(S;NS; �L) and V1(S; S; �L) > V1(S;NS; �L), and br < 1 since V1(NS; �L) <

V1(S; S; �L). �

7.4 Proof of Proposition 2

Separating equilibrium. Let us �rst show that the separating strategy pro�le in which the

leader chooses to sign (not sign) the IEA when its technology is high (low, respectively) can be

supported as a PBE of the signaling game. Under such strategy pro�le, the J-type follower�s

beliefs are updated according to Bayes�rule and become �J(HjS) = 1 and �J(HjNS) = 0 after

observing a signature (not signature, respectively) from the leader, where J = fH;Lg. Given these
posterior beliefs, the follower signs the agreement since V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)) > V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H))

when the follower is a high-type, and similarly for the low-type follower where V2(S; S; (�H ; �L)) >

V2(S;NS; (�H ; �L)). As a consequence, the high-type leader chooses to participate in the treaty
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since V1(S; S; (�H ; �J)) > V1(NS; (�H ; �J)) for all J-type follower. On the other hand, the low-type

leader does not participate (as prescribed in this separating equilibrium) if

q�V1(S; S; (�L; �H))+(1�q)�V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) < q�V1(NS; (�L; �H))+(1�q)�V1(NS; (�L; �L)), or

q <
�BS1(�L; �L)

BS1(�L; �H)�BS1(�L; �L)
� qL

where BS1 (�L; �J) � V1(S; S; (�L; �J))� V1(NS; (�L; �J)) denotes the low-type leader�s bene�t of
signing an agreement with a J-type follower. Note that cuto¤ qL > 0 since BS1(�L; �L) < 0 and

qL < 1 given that BS1(�L; �H) > 0 and BS1(�L; �H) > BS1(�L; �L). Hence, the low-type leader

does not participate if q < qL. Therefore, the above separating strategy pro�le can be sustained as

a PBE of the game if q < qL.

Pooling equilibrium with signature. Let us next demonstrate that the pooling strategy
pro�le in which the leader signs the IEA regardless of its type can be part of a PBE under certain

conditions. In this strategy, the J-type follower�s posterior beliefs cannot be updated and thus

coincide with its priors, i.e., �J(HjS) = p and �J(LjS) = 1�p. (Note that o¤-the-equilibrium beliefs
do not play a role in this pooling equilibrium. In particular, after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium

action of �no signature�the follower has, by de�nition, an empty action space. Therefore, o¤-the-

equilibrium beliefs cannot a¤ect the follower�s response and, as a consequence, do not a¤ect the

leader�s decision either.)

Given these beliefs, the high-type follower chooses to not sign the agreement if

p� V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + (1� p)� V2(S; S; (�L; �H))

< p� V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H)) + (1� p)� V2(S;NS; (�L; �H)), or

p <
�BS2 (�L; �H)

BS2 (�H ; �H)�BS2 (�L; �H)
� pH

where BS2 (�K ; �H) � V2(S; S; (�K ; �H)) � V2(S;NS; (�K ; �H)) denotes the high-type follower�s
bene�t from signing an agreement with a K-type leader. Note that pH > 0 since the follower�s

payo¤s satisfy BS2 (�L; �H) < 0 and BS2 (�H ; �H) > BS2 (�L; �H) by de�nition. In addition,

pH < 1 given that BS2 (�H ; �H) � BS2 (�L; �H) > �BS2 (�L; �H) or BS2 (�H ; �H) > 0. Hence,

when p < pH , the high-type follower does not sign the treaty, and signs otherwise. Similarly, the

low-type follower does not sign the agreement if

p� V2(S; S; (�H ; �L)) + (1� p)� V2(S; S; (�L; �L))

< p� V2(S;NS; (�H ; �L)) + (1� p)� V2(S;NS; (�L; �L)), or

p <
�BS2 (�L; �L)

BS2 (�H ; �L)�BS2 (�L; �L)
� pL

where BS2 (�K ; �L) � V2(S; S; (�K ; �L))� V2(S;NS; (�K ; �L)) denotes the low-type follower�s ben-
e�t from signing an agreement with a K-type leader. Since BS2 (�L; �L) � 0 by de�nition, pL � 0,
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implying that all priors p 2 [0; 1] satisfy p � pL, and therefore the low-type follower signs for all

parameter values. Let us next analyze equilibrium strategies for the leader.

1. High priors, p � pH . In this case both types of follower respond signing the treaty. The

high-type leader participates in the agreement since V1(S; S; (�H ; �J)) > V1(NS; (�H ; �J)) for

all follower J . However, the low-type leader signs if

q � V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)� V1(S; S; (�L; �L))

� q � V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)� V1(NS; (�L; �L)), or

q � �BS1(�L; �L)
BS1(�L; �H)�BS1(�L; �L)

� qL

where qL 2 (0; 1) from our above discussion in the separating equilibrium. Therefore, the

pooling strategy pro�le in which both types of leader sign the agreement can be sustained if

p � pH and q � qL.

2. Low priors, p < pH . In this case the high-type follower responds not participating in the treaty

while the low-type follower signs for all parameter values. The high-type leader participates

in the agreement for all priors q since V1(S;NS; (�H ; �H)) > V1(NS; (�H ; �H)) when facing a

high-type follower and V1(S; S; (�H ; �L)) > V1(NS; (�H ; �L)) when facing a low-type follower.

Regarding the low-type leader, he signs the treaty if

qV1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(S; S; (�L; �L))

� qV1(NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(NS; (�L; �L)), or

q � �BS1(�L; �L)
[V1(S;NS; (�L; �H))� V1(NS; (�L; �H))]�BS1(�L; �L)

� q0L

where BS1(�L; �L) < 0 by de�nition. In addition, V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) < V1(NS; (�L; �H))

since the agreement is not successful. Hence, cuto¤ q0L > 1 and the low-type leader does

not sign the agreement for any prior q. Therefore, the pooling strategy pro�le in which both

types of leader sign the treaty cannot be sustained as PBE when p < pH .

Pooling equilibrium with no signature. Finally, let us show that the pooling strategy

pro�le where the leader does not sign the IEA regardless of its type cannot be sustained as part of

a PBE. First, note that the follower�s posterior beliefs cannot be updated using Bayes�rule, and

hence must be arbitrarily speci�ed, �J(HjS) = 1 for any J-type follower. Given these beliefs, both
the high- and low-type followers respond signing the agreement. Hence, when the leader is a high

type, it signs the agreement since V1(S; S; (�H ; �J)) > V1(NS; (�H ; �J)) for any J-type follower.

Therefore, the high-type leader signs the treaty under all priors q and the pooling strategy pro�le

in which no leader signs cannot be supported as PBE.

Intuitive Criterion. Let us apply the Cho and Kreps�(1987) Intuitive Criterion for the pooling
PBE where p � pH and q � qL. We �rst check if a deviation towards �not sign� is equilibrium
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dominated for either type of leader. When the leader is a high type, the highest payo¤that it obtains

by deviating towards �not sign�is qV1(NS; (�H ; �H))+ (1� q)V1(NS; (�H ; �L)), which does exceed
its equilibrium payo¤, qV1(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + (1 � q)V1(S; S; (�H ; �L)), since V1(S; S; (�H ; �J)) >
V1(NS; (�H ; �J)) for all J . Regarding the low-type leader, the highest payo¤ that it can obtain

by deviating is qV1(NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(NS; (�L; �L)) which exceeds its equilibrium payo¤ of

qV1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) if

qV1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(S; S; (�L; �L))

< qV1(NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(NS; (�L; �L)), or q < qL

where cuto¤ qL 2 (0; 1) from our above discussion in the separating equilibrium. Hence, the low-

type leader deviates towards �not sign�if q < qL. Therefore, the pooling equilibrium in which both

types of leader do not participate in the treaty (supported under p � pH and q � qL) survives the
Cho and Kreps�(1987) Intuitive Criterion. �

7.5 Proof of Proposition 3

Let us �rst analyze the strategy for the high-type follower. (The low-type follower signs the agree-

ment for all priors p, and therefore it does not modify its signature decision based on the information

inferred from the leader�s randomization).The high-type follower must be mixing. Otherwise, the

leader could anticipate its action and play pure strategies as in any of the strategy pro�les described

in proposition 2, which are not PBE of the signaling game when p < pH and q � qL. Hence, the
high-type follower must be indi¤erent between signing and not signing the treaty, that is,

�H(HjS)� V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + (1� �H(HjS))� V2(S; S; (�L; �H))

= �H(HjS)� V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H)) + (1� �H(HjS))� V2(S;NS; (�L; �H)),

or �H(HjS) = pH . We can next use the follower�s posterior beliefs in order to �nd the probability
with which the leader randomizes when its type is low, pL, by using Bayes�rule.

�H(HjS) = pH =
(1� p)� pL

((1� p)� pL) + (p� pH)

where pH = 1. Solving for pL, we obtain pL = p
1�p

pH
1�pH

, which is positive, pL > 0, since

p; pH 2 (0; 1). In addition, note that pL < 1 holds for all priors p satisfying p < 1 � pH . Since
jBS2(�H ; �H)j > jBS2(�L; �H)j by de�nition, cuto¤ pH satis�es pH < 1=2, which implies p < 1�pH
holds for all priors, because p < pH by assumption. Note that probability pL increases in p.

Finally, note that if the low-type leader mixes with probability pL 2 (0; 1), it must be that the
high-type follower makes this leader indi¤erent between signing and not signing the agreement (the

low-type follower responds by signing under all parameter conditions). Using rH(q) to denote the

probability with which the high-type follower mixes between signing and not signing the treaty, the
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low-type leader is indi¤erent if

q [rH(q)� V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + (1� rH(q))� V1(S;NS; (�L; �H))] + (1� q)V1(S; S; (�L; �L))

= qV1(NS; (�L; �H)) + (1� q)V1(NS; (�L; �L)), or

rH(q) =
NC(�L; �H)

BPS1(�L; �H)
+
1� q
q

�BS1(�L; �L)
BPS1(�L; �H)

where BPS1(�L; �J) � V1(S; S; (�L; �J)) � V1(S;NS; (�L; �J)) denotes the bene�ts that the low-
type leader obtains from the posterior signature of the agreement by the J-type follower. On the

other hand, NC(�L; �J) � V1(NS; (�L; �J)) � V1(S;NS; (�L; �J)) represents the low-type leader�s
negotiation costs. It is easy to show that this leader�s bene�t from signing the treaty, BS1(�L; �J),

can therefore be expressed as the sum of the above two bene�ts, i.e., BS1(�L; �J) = BPS1(�L; �J)�
NC(�L; �J). Note that for the speci�c case in which q = 1, rH(q) becomes rH(1) =

NC(�L;�H)
BPS1(�L;�H)

,

where this probability satis�es rH(1) > 0 since NC(�L; �H) > 0 and BPS1(�L; �H) > 0. In

addition, rH(1) < 1 given that NC(�L; �J) < BPS1(�L; �H) provided that condition

V1(NS; (�L; �H))� V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) < V1(S; S; (�L; �H))� V1(S;NS; (�L; �H))

holds since V1(NS; (�L; �H)) < V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) by de�nition. Generally, for any prior q, the

probability rH(q) satis�es rH(q) 2 (0; 1). Indeed, note that NC(�L; �H) + 1�q
q [�BS1(�L; �L)] <

BPS1(�L; �H) implies
1�q
q < BS1(�L;�H)

�BS1(�L;�L) , which can be rearranged as qL �
�BS1(�L;�L)

BS1(�L;�H)�BS1(�L;�L) <

q, which holds by assumption. Finally, note that probability rH(q) is decreasing in q. �

7.6 Proof of Proposition 4

Separating PBE. When the leader�s technology is high, it participates in the agreement and the

follower responds joining, yielding a social welfare (summing up the equilibrium payo¤s of leader

and follower) of V1(S; S; (�H ; �J)) + V2(S; S; (�H ; �J)) where J = fH;Lg denotes the follower�s
type. If, in contrast, the leader�s technology is low, it does not sign the treaty, entailing a welfare

of V1(NS; (�L; �J)) + V2(NS; (�L; �J)).

Pooling PBE. The pooling PBE yields a social welfare of V1(S; S; (�K ; �J))+V2(S; S; (�K ; �J)),

where K = fH;Lg denotes the leader�s type, which entails the same social welfare as in the
separating PBE when the leader�s type is high, i.e., SWsepar = SWpooling, for any follower�s type

J . However, when the leader�s type is low, the separating equilibrium prescribes that this leader

does not participate in the treaty, yielding a social welfare of V1(NS; (�L; �J)) + V2(NS; (�L; �J)),

which lies weakly below that under the pooling PBE if

V1(NS; (�L; �J)) + V2(NS; (�L; �J)) � V1(S; S; (�L; �J)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �J))

or alternatively, �BS2(�L; �J) � BS1(�L; �J), whereBS1(�L; �J) � V1(S; S; (�L; �J))�V1(NS; (�L; �J))
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denotes the low-type leader�s bene�t from signing an agreement with a J-type follower, and con-

versely BS2(�L; �J) � V2(S; S; (�L; �J))�V2(S;NS; (�L; �J)) represents the J-type follower�s bene�t
from signing a treaty with a low-type leader, since V2(NS; (�L; �J)) = V2(S;NS; (�L; �J)). Let us

separately analyze the cases in which the follower�s type is high and low.

1. If the leader�s technology is low while that of the follower is high, i.e., K = L and J = H, then

BS1(�L; �H) > 0 for the leader and BS2(�L; �H) < 0 for the follower and, as a consequence,

condition �BS2(�L; �H) � BS1(�L; �H) holds if

V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �H)) > V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(NS; (�L; �H)),

which implies

2�
�
b(xSO1 (�L; �H); x

SO
2 (�L; �H))� b(x1(�L; �H); x2(�L; �H))

�
>

�
c(xSO1 (�L; �H); �L)� c(x1(�L; �H); �L)

�
+
�
c(xSO2 (�L; �H); �H)� c(x2(�L; �H); �H)

�
+NC(�L; �H)

which represents that the environmental bene�ts from signing the treaty are su¢ ciently high,

implying that SWsepar < SWpooling. Otherwise, �BS2(�L; �H) > BS1(�L; �H), and the separating
equilibrium yields a larger social welfare than the pooling equilibrium.

2. When the leader�s and follower�s technology are low, i.e., K;J = L, the bene�ts from sign-

ing an agreement between two low-type countries are BS1(�L; �L) < 0 for the leader and

BS2(�L; �L) � 0 for the follower. Therefore, given the symmetry in bene�t and cost functions
among two low-type countries, BS1(�L; �L) = BS2(�L; �L)�NC(�L; �L), implying that condi-
tion �BS2(�L; �L) � BS1(�L; �L) does not hold if �BS2(�L; �L) > BS2(�L; �L)�NC(�L; �L)
or NC(�L; �L) > 2BS2(�L; �L), hence social welfare in the separating equilibrium is larger

than under the pooling equilibrium, i.e., SWsepar > SWpooling. Otherwise, SWsepar <

SWpooling.

Semiseparating PBE. Let us now evaluate social welfare in the semiseparating equilibrium.

1. When both the leader and follower�s types are high, the former participates with probability

one while the latter randomizes according to probability rH(q). Hence, social welfare becomes

rH(q)� [V1(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�H ; �H))]

+(1� rH(q))� [V1(S;NS; (�H ; �H)) + V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H))]

where the �rst term in brackets, V1(S; S; (�H ; �H))+V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)), is larger than the sec-

ond, V1(S;NS; (�H ; �H))+V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H)), since V1(S; S; (�H ; �H)) > V1(S;NS; (�H ; �H))

for the leader and similarly V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)) > V2(S;NS; (�H ; �H)) for the follower, since
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BS2(�H ; �H) > 0. Furthermore, recall that social welfare under the pooling PBE is

V1(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)):

Hence, welfare in the semiseparating equilibrium is a linear combination between the social

welfare in the pooling PBE and a smaller number, thereby yielding a lower welfare than

under the pooling PBE. Combining this result with that from the pooling PBE, we obtain

that SWsepar = SWpooling > SWsemisepar.

1. When the leader�s type is high but the follower�s is low, this equilibrium prescribes that

both countries sign the agreement with probability one, thus yielding a social welfare of

V1(S; S; (�H ; �L))+V2(S; S; (�H ; �L)), which coincides with that under the pooling equilibrium

of Proposition 1b. Combining this result with that from the pooling PBE, we obtain that

SWsepar = SWpooling = SWsemisepar.

2. Finally, when leader�s type is low and that of the follower is high, both countries randomize

their participation decision, yielding social welfare of

pLrH(q) [V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �H))]

+pL(1� rH(q)) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(S;NS; (�L; �H))]

+(1� pL) [V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(NS; (�L; �H))] :

whereas social welfare under the pooling PBE is V1(S; S; (�L; �H))+V2(S; S; (�L; �H)), which

we denote as A. Hence, the social welfare in the semiseparating equilibrium is lower than

under pooling PBE if

pL [rH(q)A+ (1� rH(q)) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(S;NS; (�L; �H))]]

+(1� pL) [V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(NS; (�L; �H))] < A

rearranging, using the property that V2(S;NS; (�L; �H)) = V2(NS; (�L; �H)) = X, and solv-

ing for the payo¤ A, we obtain

A � �pLNC(�L; �H) +B � pLrH(q) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) +X]
1� pLrH(q)

< A

where NC(�L; �H) � V1(NS; (�L; �H)) � V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)), and B � V1(NS; (�L; �H)) +

V2(NS; (�L; �H)). Cuto¤ A lies below B, which implies that A > B is a su¢ cient condition

for A > A, entailing that welfare in the pooling equilibrium exceeds that in the semiseparating

equilibrium. In particular, A < B since

�pLNC(�L; �H) +B � pLrH(q) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) +X] < B [1� pLrH(q)]
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which implies
NC(�L; �H)

rH(q)
+ [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) +X] > B

UsingB � V1(NS; (�L; �H))+V2(NS; (�L; �H)) = V1(NS; (�L; �H))+X, since V2(NS; (�L; �H)) =
X, the above inequality can be simpli�ed to NC(�L; �H) > rH(q)NC(�L; �H), which holds

by assumption given that rH(q) 2 (0; 1). Concluding, condition A > B, or alternatively,

V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �H)) > V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(NS; (�L; �H))

guarantees that welfare in the pooling equilibrium exceeds that in the semiseparating equi-

librium.

� Finally, in order to obtain a complete welfare ranking, let us now compare welfare un-
der the separating and semiseparating equilibrium when the leader�s type is low and

the follower�s is high. In the separating PBE, social welfare is V1(NS; (�L; �H)) +

V2(NS; (�L; �H)) � B. The semiseparating PBE yields a welfare of

pL [rH(q)A+ (1� rH(q)) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) +X]] + (1� pL) [V1(NS; (�L; �H)) +X] ;

which is larger than in the separating equilibrium, B, if

A >
pLNC(�L; �H)� (1� pL)V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) + rH(q) [V1(S;NS; (�L; �H)) +X]

pLrH(q)
� eA

Hence, if A > eA (i.e., the bene�ts from signing the agreement are su¢ ciently high) we

obtain the complete welfare ranking SWpooling > SWsemisepar > SWsepar. If, instead,

A � eA, the welfare ranking becomes SWpooling > SWsepar > SWsemisepar.

3. When, in contrast, both the leader and follower�s types are low, the former randomizes ac-

cording to a probability pL =
p
1�p

pH
1�pH

, whereas the follower responds joining the treaty with

probability one. Therefore, social welfare in this case is

pL� [V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �L))]+(1�pL)� [V1(NS; (�L; �L)) + V2(NS; (�L; �L))] :

which can be alternatively expressed as

pL � [V1(S; S; (�L; �L))� V1(NS; (�L; �L))]

+pL � [V2(S; S; (�L; �L))� V2(NS; (�L; �L))]

+V1(NS; (�L; �L)) + V2(NS; (�L; �L)):

where the �rst term in brackets is negative since V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) < V1(NS; (�L; �L)) for

the leader, given that BS1(�L; �L) < 0 by assumption. The second term is weakly positive
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because V2(S; S; (�L; �L)) � V2(NS; (�L; �L)) for the follower, which lies above the welfare

under the pooling PBE, V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �L)), if

pL � [V1(S; S; (�L; �L))� V1(NS; (�L; �L))] + pL � [V2(S; S; (�L; �L))� V2(NS; (�L; �L))]

+V1(NS; (�L; �L)) + V2(NS; (�L; �L)) > V1(S; S; (�L; �L)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �L))

which can be expressed as

�BS1(�L; �L)(1 + pL) > BS2(�L; �L)(1� pL)

if negotiation costs satisfy NC(�L; �H) > 2BS2(�L; �L) then �BS2(�L; �L) > BS1(�L; �L)

holds. Therefore, BS2(�L; �L) < �BS1(�L; �L);which implies that �BS1(�L; �L)(1 + pL) >
BS2(�L; �L)(1� pL) is satis�ed, and hence SWsemisepar > SWpooling.

� Finally, in order to obtain a complete welfare ranking, let us now compare social welfare
under the separating and semiseparating equilibrium. In the separating PBE, social

welfare is V1(NS; (�L; �L))+V2(NS; (�L; �L)); whereas in the semiseparating PBE social

welfare is

pL �BS1(�L; �L) + pL �BS2(�L; �L) + V1(NS; (�L; �L)) + V2(NS; (�L; �L)):

which lies below the welfare under the separating PBE, V1(NS; (�L; �L))+V2(NS; (�L; �L)),

if

BS1(�L; �L) > BS2(�L; �L)

which does not hold since BS1(�L; �L) < 0.

� Therefore, social welfare in the semiseparating PBE is lower than in the separating

equilibrium, yielding a complete ranking of SWsepar > SWsemisepar > SWpooling.

Complete information. Let us �rst compare social welfare when both countries�types are high.

Under complete information, social welfare is SWHH
complete � V1(S; S; (�H ; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�H ; �H)),

which coincides with equilibrium welfare under the pooling and separating PBE. Regarding the

case where the leader�s type is high but the follower�s is low, SWHL
complete � V1(S; S; (�H ; �L)) +

V2(S; S; (�H ; �L)) which also coincides with that under the pooling and separating equilibrium.

When the leader�s type is low but the follower�s is high, SWLH
complete � V1(NS; (�L; �H))+V2(NS; (�L; �H)),

which coincides with the social welfare under the separating equilibrium, and hence, lies weakly

below that under the pooling PBE if

V1(NS; (�L; �H)) + V2(NS; (�L; �H)) � V1(S; S; (�L; �H)) + V2(S; S; (�L; �H)).

Finally, when both countries�types are low, SWLL
complete � V1(NS; (�L; �L)) + V2(NS; (�L; �L)),
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which coincides with social welfare under the separating equilibrium, and therefore, lies above that

under the pooling PBE. �

7.7 Proof of Proposition 5

Separating equilibrium. Let us �rst show that the separating strategy pro�le in which the

leader chooses to sign (not sign) the IEA when its type is high (low, respectively) cannot be

supported as a PBE of the signaling game. Under such strategy pro�le, the m-th follower�s beliefs

are updated according to Bayes� rule and become �m(HjS) = 1 and �m(HjNS) = 0. Given

these posterior beliefs, the m-th follower signs the agreement since Vm(S; Sn+1; NSN�(n+1); �H) >

Vm(S; Sn; NSN�n; �H), since the followers� payo¤s are increasing in the number of signatories.

Given that this ranking of payo¤s is valid for any given m-th follower and for any pro�le of n

signatories and N �n nonsignatories, it can be applied to all followers. Hence, all the N symmetric

followers choose to sign the treaty. As a consequence, the leader chooses to participate in the treaty

both when its type is high and low, since V1(S; SN ; �K) > V1(NS; �K) for both �H and �L. But this

strategy pro�le for the leader contradicts the separating strategy described above, and therefore it

cannot be sustained as a PBE of the game.

Pooling equilibrium with signature. Let us next demonstrate that the pooling strategy
pro�le in which the leader signs the IEA regardless of its type can be part of a PBE under certain

conditions. In this strategy, the posterior beliefs of the last follower (in the N -th position) cannot

be updated and thus coincide with its priors, i.e., �N (HjS) = p and �N (LjS) = 1� p. Given these
beliefs, the N -th follower chooses to not sign the agreement, after observing that kN�1 countries

participated in the treaty before the N -th position when it is called to move, if

p� VN (S; SkN�1+1; NS(N�(kN�1+1); �H) + (1� p)� VN (S; SkN�1+1; NS(N�(kN�1+1)); �L)

< p� VN (S; SkN�1 ; NS(N�kN�1); �H) + (1� p)� VN (S; SkN�1 ; NS(N�kN�1); �L), or if (1)

p <
�BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1)

BSN ((�H ; �H) ; kN�1)�BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1)
� bp(kN�1)

where, for all K = fH;Lg, BSN ((�K ; �H) ; kN�1) denotes this follower�s bene�t from joining a

treaty with kN�1 signatories, that is

BSN ((�K ; �H) ; kN�1) � VN (S; SkN�1+1; NS(N�(kN�1+1)); �K)� VN (S; SkN�1 ; NS(N�kN�1); �K)

First, note that the above cuto¤ bp(kN�1) is positive, bp(kN�1) > 0, since the follower�s payo¤s
satisfy BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1) < 0 and BSN ((�H ; �H) ; kN�1) > BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1) by de�nition.

Second, bp(kN�1) < 1 given that
BSN ((�H ; �H) ; kN�1)�BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1) > �BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1)

or BSN ((�H ; �H) ; kN�1) > 0, which holds for all kN�1. Hence, when p < bp(kN�1), the last follower
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(in the N th position) does not sign the treaty if it observes kN�1 signatories before his turn.

Otherwise, he participates. Furthermore, note that since BSN ((�L; �H) ; kN�1) is constant in the

number of signatories but BSN ((�H ; �H) ; kN�1) is decreasing, cuto¤ bp(kN�1) becomes increasing in
the number of signatories. As the following �gure indicates, there must exist a number of signatories

k� for which p = bp(k�), i.e., for all kN�1 > k� we have p � bp(kN�1) and therefore the N th-follower

does not participate, while for all kN�1 < k� we have that p > bp(kN�1) and the N th-follower

participates.

Figure A. Cuto¤ bp(k)
(N�1)-follower. Let us now examine the (N�1)-follower. Its decision on whether to participate

depends on the actions it anticipates for the N th-follower afterwards.

1. If priors satisfy p � bp(kN�1), the (N � 1)-follower anticipates that the N th-follower will not

sign the treaty afterwards. Therefore, the (N � 1)-follower does not participate in the treaty,
after observing that kN�2 countries participated in the treaty before its (N � 1)-th position,
if

p� V N�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �H jNSkN ) (2)

+(1� p)� V N�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �LjNSkN )

< p� V N�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �H jNSkN )

+(1� p)� V N�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �LjNSkN ), or if

p <
�BSN�1((�L; �H) ; kN�2)

BSN�1((�H ; �H) ; kN�2)�BSN�1((�L; �H) ; kN�2)
� bp(kN�2)

where the number of signatories at stage N�1, kN�2, must satisfy kN�2 > k�, where k� solves
p = bp(k�). In this case, the (N � 1)-follower�s decision does not a¤ect the N th-follower�s not

signature afterwards, since p � bp(kN�1) for all kN�1 > kN�2 > k�. In addition, note that since
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BSN�1((�H ; �H) ; kN�2) decreases in the number of signatory countries, bp(kN�2) � bp(kN�1).
2. If, in contrast, priors satisfy p > bp(kN�1), the (N � 1)-follower anticipates that the N th-

follower will sign the treaty afterwards. In this case the (N � 1)-follower does not participate
in the treaty if

p� VN�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �H jSkN ) (3)

+(1� p)� VN�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �LjSkN )

< p� VN�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �H jSkN )

+(1� p)� VN�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �LjSkN ),

where the payo¤s in this expression coincide with those in (1) since they both describe the

same number of signatory countries at the end of the game. We can therefore conclude that,

in this case, the (N � 1)-follower does not participate if p � bp(kN�1), as for the N th-follower.

Otherwise, if p > bp(kN�1), both the N th and the (N � 1)-follower participate. Finally, note
that if kN�2 satis�es k� � 1 > kN�2 > k�, signing the treaty at stage (N � 1) induces the
N th-follower to not participate in the agreement in the next stage, while not signing it induces

the N th-follower to participate. In this case, the (N � 1)-follower chooses not to sign since

p� VN�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �H jNSkN )

+(1� p)� VN�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �LjNSkN )

< p� VN�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �H jSkN )

+(1� p)� VN�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �LjSkN )

given that VN�1(S; SkN�2+1; NS(N�(kN�2+1)); �K jNSkN ) < VN�1(S; SkN�2 ; NS(N�kN�2); �K jSkN )
for all K = fH;Lg by de�nition.

(N � 2)-follower. Let us continue with the (N � 2)-follower. We must analyze three cases:

1. Both the (N � 1)- and N th-followers sign the treaty after country N � 2. Note that this
occurs when priors p are su¢ ciently high to satisfy p > bp(kN�1). Then the (N � 2)-follower�s
expected utility comparison becomes similar to that in expression (3) above since it describes

the same number of signatory countries at the end of the game. In this case, the (N � 2)-
follower chooses to not participate in the treaty according to the cuto¤ strategy p � bp(kN�1).

2. The (N � 1)-follower signs after the (N � 2) country, but the N th-follower does not. This

occurs when, in particular, priors satisfy p 2 [bp(kN�2); bp(kN�1)], where bp(kN�2) � bp(kN � 1).
In this case, the (N � 2)-follower�s expected utility comparison becomes similar to that in
expression (2) above. Therefore, the (N � 2)-follower chooses to not participate in the treaty
according to the cuto¤ strategy p � bp(kN�2).
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3. Neither the (N � 1)- nor the N th-followers sign the treaty after him. This occurs when,

speci�cally, priors are low enough, i.e., p < bp(kN�2). In this case, the (N � 2)-follower
expected utility comparison is di¤erent from those examined above for the N th and the

(N � 1)-follower, since two fewer followers are signing the agreement. Therefore, the (N � 2)-
follower chooses to not participate in the treaty according to the cuto¤ strategy p � bp(kN�3).

Importantly, the only case that becomes new relative to the N th and (N � 1)-followers (and
where we obtain a cuto¤ strategy that was not used by these two followers) is the case in which no

follower signs the agreement after the (N � 2)-follower, �nding cuto¤ strategy p � bp(kN�3). This
procedure can be generalized to any follower choosing whether to participate in the treaty before

the (N � 2)-follower. We can extend a similar argument to all previous followers, whereby a given
follower in position t participates in the treaty, after observing that kt�1 countries participated in

the treaty, if

p� Vt(S; Skt�1+1; NS(N�(kt�1+1); �H jNS(N�(kt�1+1))

+(1� p)� Vt(S; Skt�1+1; NS(N�(kt�1+1); �LjNS(N�(kt�1+1))

< p� Vt(S; Skt�1 ; NS(N�kt�1 ); �H jNS(N�(kt�1+1))

+(1� p)� Vt(S; Skt�1 ; NS(N�kt�1 ); �LjNS(N�(kt�1+1))

We can hence conclude that, for a given prior p, all N followers sign the treaty if p > bp(kN�1), only
the last follower chooses to not participate if p 2 [bp(kN�2); bp(kN�1)], only the last two followers
decide to not sign if p 2 [bp(kN�3); bp(kN�2)], etc. Note that, as a consequence, the treaty is not
signed by any follower if p is su¢ ciently low to satisfy p � bp(k0).

If p � bp(k0) then no follower signs the treaty, and the high-type leader participates while the
low-type leader does not. This strategy pro�le hence cannot be supported as a pooling PBE of the

game. If, in contrast, p > bp(k0), one or more followers sign the treaty. Thus, both the high- and
low-type leaders participate in the agreement. Therefore, this strategy pro�le can be sustained as

a pooling PBE.

Pooling equilibrium with no signature. Finally, let us show that the pooling strategy

pro�le where the leader does not sign the IEA regardless of its type cannot be sustained as part

of a PBE. First, note that the follower�s posterior beliefs cannot be updated using Bayes� rule,

and hence must be arbitrarily speci�ed, �J(HjS) = 1 for any J-type follower. Given these beliefs,
the follower responds signing the agreement. Hence, when the leader is a high type, it signs the

agreement since V1(S; SN ; �H) > V1(NS; �H). Therefore, the high-type leader signs the treaty and

the pooling strategy pro�le in which no type of leader signs cannot be supported as PBE.

Intuitive Criterion. Let us apply the Cho and Kreps� (1987) Intuitive Criterion for the

pooling PBE where p > bp(k0), i.e., at least one follower signs the treaty. We �rst check if a

deviation towards �not sign�is equilibrium dominated for either type of leader. When the leader is

a high type, the highest payo¤ that it obtains by deviating towards �not sign�is V1(NS; �H) which

does not exceed its equilibrium payo¤ V1(S; Sn; NSN�n; �H), where n � 1. Similarly, the highest
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payo¤ that a low-type leader can obtain is V1(NS; �L) which does not exceed its equilibrium payo¤

of V1(S; Sn; NSN�n; �L) since at least one follower signs the agreement. Hence, no type of leader has

incentives to deviate towards �not sign.�As a consequence, the follower�s posterior beliefs cannot

be updated after observing the o¤-the-equilibrium message �not sign�, and hence the pooling PBE

survives the Intuitive Criterion.

Special case: Consider the case in which followers�incentives to participate in the treaty are
constant in the number of signatories, i.e., BSt((�K ; �H) ; n) is constant in n. In this case cuto¤bp(kt�1) becomes constant in the number of signatories that follower t observes before him, kt�1.
Let bp denote this cuto¤. Hence, the N th-follower uses the same cuto¤ strategy as the (N � 1)-
follower, and similarly for all previous followers. When p � bp, the t-th follower signs the treaty,
and similarly for all other symmetric followers. Provided that V1(S; SN ; �K) > V1(NS; �K) for both

types of leader, the leader participates in the agreement both when its type is high and low. Hence,

the pooling strategy pro�le can be supported as PBE of the game when p � bp. �
7.8 Proof of Proposition 6

In the semiseparating equilibrium at least one follower must be mixing. Otherwise, the leader could

anticipate all followers�actions and play pure strategies as in any of the strategy pro�les described

in proposition 5, which are not PBE of the signaling game when p < bp(k0). Hence, at least one
follower (in position t) must be indi¤erent between signing and not signing the treaty, that is,

�t(HjS)� EVt(S; �H) + (1� �t(HjS))� EVt(S; �L)

= �t(HjS)� EVt(NS; �H) + (1� �t(HjS))� EVt(NS; �L),

where EVt(S; �K) denotes the expected equilibrium payo¤ that follower in position t obtains from

participating in the agreement, after observing that kt�1 countries participated until stage t � 1,
when the true type of the leader is �K . In particular,

EVt(S; �K) �
NX

j=t+1

rj(kj�1)� Vt(S; Skt�1+1; NSN�(kt�1+1); Sj ; �K)

where rj(kj�1) denotes the probability that posterior followers, in position j = ft+1; :::; Ng choose
to sign after observing kj�1 signatories before stage j. Similarly for the case of not signing, where

EVt(NS; �K) �
PN
j=t+1 rj(k

0
j�1)�Vt(S; Skt�1 ; NSN�kt�1 ; Sj ; �K), where for completeness we allow

the randomization of follower j after observing that the previous country (follower t) did not sign

the treaty to di¤er from that in which follower t chooses to participate in the agreement. Hence,

follower in position t is indi¤erent when

�t(HjS) =
EVt(NS; �L)� EVt(S; �L)

[EVt(S; �H)� EVt(NS; �H)] + [EVt(NS; �L)� EVt(S; �L)]
� ept
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where ept > 0 since EVt(NS; �L) > EVt(S; �L) by de�nition when follower t knows that the leader
is a low-type. In addition, ept < 1 given that EVt(S; �H) > EVt(NS; �H) when follower t knows

that the leader�s type is high. We can next use the follower�s posterior beliefs in order to �nd the

probability with which the leader randomizes when its type is low, pL, by using Bayes�rule.

�t(HjS) = bpt = (1� p)� pL
((1� p)� pL) + (p� pH)

where pH = 1. Solving for pL, we obtain pL =
p
1�p

ept
1�ept , which is positive, pL > 0, since p; ept 2

(0; 1). In addition, pL < 1 for all probability p satisfying p < 1 � ept. There exists a number
of followers N for which jBSt((�H ; �H) ; n)j > jBSt((�L; �H) ; n)j for any number of signatories
n � N . For any follower t � N , cuto¤ ept satis�es ept < 1=2, and then p < 1 � ept holds for all
priors p since p < ept by assumption. If, in contrast, the number of followers is relatively high, and
jBSt((�H ; �H) ; n)j < jBSt((�L; �H) ; n)j holds for some n, then the semiseparating equilibrium can

be sustained if p < 1� ept holds for all follower t.
Finally, note that if the leader mixes with probability pL 2 (0; 1), it must be that followers make

the leader indi¤erent between signing and not signing the agreement. That is, there is a vector of

followers�mixed strategies r = (r1; r2; :::; rN ) that solves

NX
j=1

rj � V1(S; Sj ; �L) = V1(NS; �L)

where
PN
j=1 rj�V1(S; Sj ; �L) represents the leader�s expected equilibrium payo¤ from participating

in the treaty, where N followers randomize their participation afterwards. �
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